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Key Scripture 
Now faith is the assurance of things ________________ for, the conviction of 
things not _________. - Hebrews 11:1 (NLT) 
 
Quotable Quote 
“Faith is powerful but it doesn't work alone. Before you can operate in faith, you 
must begin to _________ . . .” - Andrew Wommack in The Power of Imagination 

Digging Deeper Questions 
 

In our fast-paced culture, it’s easy to be impacted by the sermon you hear at church on 
Sunday... only to forget about it by Monday. To make this message "stick” we created 
these Digging Deeper Questions so you can process and apply what you heard at 
church. Take some time this week to go through these questions by yourself, in your 
small group, with a friend, your family, or your roommate. 
 

1. Icebreaker - Are there any “twins” in your family tree? If yes, share how they 
are alike and how they are different. If not, answer the same question based on 
any twins you know. 

 

2. Is there anything you experienced in the church service (from the worship  
to the sermon to Communion to prayer to connecting with others) that was 
an “aha” moment, something significant for you? 

 

3. “Faith” is a church word. We sing about it. We read about it in the Bible. We talk 
about it. Yet, if someone asked you to define “faith” we often struggle to do so. 
Why do you think that is? 

 

4. Read Hebrews 11:1 in several different Bible translations. As we read various 
translations we are each drawn to certain words the various translators chose. 
If you could take the “best of” each translation from your perspective, what 
would be your preferred definition of “faith” based on Hebrews 11:1? 

 

5. While the focus of Hebrews 11:1 is typically on “faith,” this verse also says 
something else critical for the life of a believer. Simply put, a person cannot 
have faith if he or she does not have hope. After all, it says, “faith is the 
assurance of things hoped for” (Heb 11:1) which means if a person does not 
have hope for something, he or she cannot have faith for it. What are your 
thoughts on this? 

 

6. In The Meaning of Faith, Charles Price provides a great analogy explaining why 
the one person would choose to start climbing the ladder: “But let me bring you 
again to our original statement that it must be based upon evidence. If a poor 
old [vagrant] told you that there was a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow you 
would not believe it – because there would be no evidence. If a millionaire told 
you on his word of honor that there was a purse of gold awaiting you at his 
office you would immediately go after it. The act of going after it would be faith 
in operation following a persuasion of the mind that what he said was true. Now 
then, when God says something — God, the eternal one; the Lord of Creation; 
the one who held the oceans in the hollow of His hand; the One whose fingers 
fashioned the mountains and traced the course of the rivers down their sides; 
when God says something and backs it by His authority—then, I submit, you 
have a basis for your faith.” What are your thoughts on this quote? 

 

7. What are some areas in your life you need to pray about, asking God to restore 
your hope so that you can have faith for those things again? (Only share as 
much information as you feel comfortable… then answer this question again by 
yourself where you can be 100% honest with God). 

 

8. Go to your favorite music app, search “Only King Forever” by Elevation 
Worship and play it. and play it. Let the lyrics wash over you and share how you 
encountered God as you played it. 
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